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A Flamboyant Home at Rangoli
The apartment 4C at Asset Rangoli project Ernakulam is a clean modern home style that incorpo-
rates just a little hint from mother nature’s beautiful palette of wood tone with a few accent mov-
ables. 
Whether you’re on your feet all day or sit in front of a computer screen in an office for work, coming 
home to a warm and inviting house is essential for mental well-being. It’s important to have a com-
fortable space that you love coming home to. 
Asset interiors and customization team has included various design elements like selecting a color-
ful theme to give the apartment calm and cool.

Living Room & Dining Area
A single wall of strong blue is echoed by blue cushions in sofa and dining chairs. Grey colour of sofa 
& curtains complement the blue tones perfectly. Blue, when utilized in interior design is used as 
calming and relaxing colour. 

A fully custom made TV unit and a group of rectangular floating wall shelves are a combination of 
Glossy white and Magas walnut laminate. Nano white slab for dining table & modern black and white 
centre table provide the base notes. Bright blue inspire ideas of loyalty, confidence, security etc.



A fully functional kitchen is provided in both sides with a purple and white combination of 
upper and lower cabinets with matching black hood, hob, granite counter top and beige colour 
dado tiles. Contrasting shades of purple with neutral hues in the kitchen area add vibrancy to 
the space.

Kitchen



Bedroom
The rich dark tone is extremely striking and has been balanced out with a generous amount of white space   
around the rest of the room. The curtains of this bedroom are of a matching dark walnut tone to the bed 
cot and a wardrobe with dressing unit.        

CLIENT SPEAKS

 Team behind design and execution: Mr. Liju Varghese, Mr. Akhil Sivaraman, 
Mr. Amal Joseph, Mr. Sivaprasad
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Mr. Venugopal and family, Proud owners of Rangoli, 4C

I, Venugopalan V V, Senior Principal Scientist CSIR, is currently settled in Trivandrum. I 
was thinking to own an apartment near my native place Maradu. When Asset Rangoli 
project was initiated, I procured an apartment in the fourth floor. The project went on 
well and successfully completed fulfilling my requirements. In the initial stage itself I 
contacted with Asset Interiors for all of my interior work: wardrobes, living room sofa 
seator, TV unit, book-shelves, bedroom cot, wall curtain, dining table, modular kitchen, 
storage cabins in kitchen and work area, ceiling fan, electric lamps etc. I am extremely 
happy with the quality of the work, choice of colours and quality of the materials. The 
service of all of the staff was appreciated. The interior works were completed in the 
prescribed time schedule and I am satisfied with the professional approach of Asset 
Interiors with my apartment 4 C in Asset Rangoli.   


